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The nucleocapsid protein (N) of vesicular stomatitis virus and other rhabdoviruses plays a central role in the assembly and template functions of the viral N-RNA complex. The crystal structure of the viral N-RNA complex suggests that the central region of the N protein interacts with the viral RNA. Sequence alignment of rhabdovirus N proteins revealed several highly conserved regions, one of which spanned residues 282 to 291 (GLSKSKPYS) in the central region of the molecule. Alanine-scanning mutagenesis of this region suggested that replacement of the tyrosine residue at position 289 (Y289) with alanine resulted in an N-RNA template that is nonfunctional in viral genome replication and transcription. To establish the molecular basis of this defect, our further studies revealed that the Y289A mutant maintained its interaction with other N protein molecules but that its interactions with the P protein or with the viral RNA were defective. Replacement of Y289 with other aromatic, polar, or large amino acids indicated that the hydrophobic and aromatic nature of this position in the N protein is functionally important and that a larger aromatic residue is less favorable. Interestingly, we have observed that several single-amino-acid substitutions in this highly conserved region of the molecule rendered the nucleocapsid template nonfunctional in transcription without adversely affecting the replication functions. These results suggest that the structure of the N protein and the resulting N-RNA complex, in part, regulate the viral template functions in transcription and replication.

The prototypic rhabdovirus, vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) within the family Rhabdoviridae, contains a nonsegmented negative-strand genomic RNA of 11,161 nucleotides (nt). The viral genome carries five genes, in the following order: the nucleocapsid (NC) protein (N), the phosphoprotein (P), the matrix protein (M), the glycoprotein (G), and the large polymerase protein (L) genes. These genes are flanked by the leader and trailer sequences at the 3′ and 5′ termini of the genome, respectively (1). In the virion core, the viral genome is packaged in the form of a ribonucleoprotein (RNP) or NC complex, in which the genomic RNA is tightly encapsidated by the N protein. The viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase consisting of the L and P proteins is associated with the NC complex (1, 24). The viral NC serves as the template for transcription and replication. After virus entry and uncoating inside a cell, the polymerase (transcriptase) associated with the NC first transcribes the −ve sense genome into five subgenomic capped and polyadenylated mRNAs, which are translated to generate the viral proteins. Once sufficient viral proteins are made, the polymerase (replicase) synthesizes the full-length +ve strand RNA encapsidated with the N protein, which in turn acts as the template for synthesis of encapsidated genomic RNA (3). Previous studies (9, 28) have suggested the existence of two forms of the viral polymerase: one mediating the viral genome transcription (transcriptase) and one involved in genome replication (replicase). More recent studies have shown that the viral transcriptase contains the cellular translation elongation factor 1α, heat shock protein 60, and guanylyl transferase proteins in addition to the L and P proteins but that the replicase contains the N protein along with the L and P proteins (31).

Throughout the replication cycle, concurrent encapsidation of the nascent RNA by the N protein is necessary to generate a biologically active NC template. It is known that the N protein interaction with RNA is not sequence specific and that the N protein can readily make an N-RNA complex with cellular RNAs. However, the presence of the P protein confers specificity to encapsidate the viral RNA. Furthermore, N-P interaction is important for maintaining the N protein in a soluble and encapsidation-competent form by preventing formation of large insoluble aggregates (25). Earlier studies conducted to map a specific RNA binding domain(s) in the N protein revealed that the carboxy-terminal five amino acids are critical for encapsidation as well as genome replication (8). However, the recently identified crystal structure of the VSV N-RNA complex suggests the involvement of six positively charged amino acid residues located at a unique central cavity formed at the interface of the amino- and carboxy-terminal lobes of the N protein as well as several hydrophobic interactions for N-RNA complex formation (15). Furthermore, intermolecular interactions among adjacent N molecules along with sequestration of RNA in a ring-like structure are important for the stability of the N-RNA complex (15, 34). Structural comparison of the nucleoproteins of three negative-strand RNA vi-
ties of the N-RNA template with mutations in the N protein, our studies, for the first time, demonstrate differential activity of N-RNA competences but replication-competent N-RNA templates. The N protein, whose alterations have resulted in transcription and, encapsidation and also in protein-protein interactions. Our results suggest that the tyrosine residue at position 289 (Y289) is a critical amino acid for encapsidation and replication functions of the protein. Replacement of the Y289 residue with a number of other amino acids revealed that the conserved nature of this region of the N protein family, including lyssa- and ephemeroviruses. The conserved nature of this region of the N protein suggests that this region may play an important function(s), although the definitive role of this region in N-RNA complex formation or in genome replication or transcription remains unknown. In the present study, we have examined the role of this region by generating a series of alanine-scanning mutants and testing the activity of the mutant proteins in replication, transcription, and encapsidation and also in protein-protein interactions. Our results suggest that the tyrosine residue at position 289 (Y289) is a critical amino acid for encapsidation and replication functions of the protein. Replacement of the Y289 residue with a number of other amino acids revealed that the conserved nature and aromatic nature of this position is important for a functional N-RNA template. Our studies have also identified several other amino acids in this conserved region of the N protein, whose alterations have resulted in transcription incompetent but replication-competent N-RNA templates. Our studies, for the first time, demonstrate differential activities of the N-RNA template with mutations in the N protein, suggesting that the N-RNA structure, in part, may play a key role in recognition of the NC template by the viral replicate and transcriptase machinery.

**TABLE 1. Primers used in this study**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primer</th>
<th>Nucleotide sequence*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N (+)-For</td>
<td>ATATATGAATTCGCACCCACATGTGCCTGTCATCAGTCAAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N (−)-Rev</td>
<td>ATATATACGCTGTCATCAGTCAAGTCAAGTCAAGTCAAGTCAAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EcoRI-HA-For</td>
<td>TATTGAATTCGCCCATGTACCCATACGATGTTCCAGATTACGCTCTTTCTGTTACAGTCAAGAATC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EcoRI-FLAG-For</td>
<td>TATTGAATTCGCCCATGTACCCATACGATGTTCCAGATTACGCTCTTTCTGTTACAGTCAAGAATC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5HHeboRi (+)</td>
<td>TATTGAATTCGCCCATGTACCCATACGATGTTCCAGATTACGCTCTTTCTGTTACAGTCAAGAATC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5HHeboRi (−)</td>
<td>TATTGAATTCGCCCATGTACCCATACGATGTTCCAGATTACGCTCTTTCTGTTACAGTCAAGAATC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2 (−)</td>
<td>CTGTAGTTTTTTTTCACTGACTGTTACGTTAAGGTTTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3 (+)</td>
<td>CTGTAGTTTTTTTTCACTGACTGTTACGTTAAGGTTTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le (−)</td>
<td>CTGTAGTTTTTTTTCACTGACTGTTACGTTAAGGTTTC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Primer sequences are in the 5′-to-3′ direction. Restriction enzyme sites in the primers are underlined.

**Plasmids.** Plasmids for this study were constructed by using standard molecular cloning techniques. Since the previously described plasmid (29) encoding the N protein contained noncoding sequences after the stop codon for N, for convenience in cloning and mutagenesis, we first recreated the pN plasmid by PCR amplification of the N protein coding region from pSVSVF(+) (20) with primers N (+)-For and N (−)-Rev (Table 1) and subcloned the product in the EcoRI and HindIII sites in the pGEM3 vector under the T7 RNA polymerase promoter. The correctness of the nucleotide sequence of the N gene was confirmed by sequencing. The N protein expressed in cells transfected with the resulting plasmid (pN) was similar in levels of expression and activity in replication of DI particle genomes (data not shown). This plasmid (pN) encoding the wild-type (wt) N protein was used as the template for mutagenesis. The amino acid residues from 282 to 291 were individually replaced with alanine by PCR-based mutagenesis using the megaprimer method (32), and the mutants generated are shown in Fig. 1C. The PCR-based approach was also used along with primers [N (−)-Rev and EcoRI-HA-For or EcoRI-FLAG-For] given in Table 1 to incorporate HA or FLAG tags at the amino terminus of the N protein. The N protein with an HA tag at its carboxy terminus was also constructed by the PCR-based approach. All constructs were verified by nucleotide sequencing.

**Construction of a plasmid carrying a negative-sense minigenome of VSV with eGFP as a transcription unit.** Our previous VSV minigenomes (19) encoded one or two transcription units but were of positive sense. Thus, initial replication of the positive-sense minigenomes was a prerequisite for production of the negative-sense templates for transcription. To avoid this requirement, we generated a negative-sense minigenome, pSVSVM-eGFP (see Fig. 5A). An overlapping PCR approach was used to generate the negative-sense VSV minigenome with enhanced green fluorescent protein (eGFP) as one of the transcription units. All primers used in this study for construction of various plasmids are given in Table 1. In the first step, primers 5HHeboRi (+), containing sequences for a VSV-specific self-cleaving hammerhead ribozyme (17) at the 5′ end fused with the VSV trailer sequences, and R2 (−)-Rev, with KasI and BsiWI sites, each flanked by VSV polymerase transcription initiation and termination signals, were used to amplify a 166-nt-long DNA (fragment 1) from the trailer end of pVSVFL(−). The resulting DNA fragment was cloned in the pGEM3 vector at the EcoRI and SacI sites. Finally, eGFP-coding sequences released from pSVSVM-eGFP (6) by digestion with BsiWI were inserted in the above-mentioned construct at the same site. The resulting plasmid was named pSVSVM-eGFP.

**Materials and Methods.**

**Cell culture, viruses, antibodies, and reagents.** Baby hamster kidney (BHK-21) cells were maintained in Eagle’s minimal essential medium (MEM) containing 5% fetal bovine serum with 100 units of penicillin, 20 units of streptomycin, and 20 units of kanamycin per ml of growth medium, as described earlier (6). Stocks of recombinant vaccinia virus (vTF7-3) expressing the bacteriophage T7 RNA polymerase (12) and the defective interfering (DI) particle of VSV were maintained in 21% cells of BHK-21 cells as described previously (21, 28, 29). The monoclonal antibody (MAb) against VSV N protein (10G4) and the rabbit polyclonal antibody against VSV P protein used in this study have been described previously (2, 7). Transient transfection of plasmid DNA was carried out by using Lipofectamine 2000 reagent (Invitrogen) per the manufacturer’s protocol. MAbs and polyclonal antibodies against hemagglutinin (HA) and the FLAG epitope were obtained from Sigma and Santa Cruz Biotechnology.

**Metabolic labeling of RNA and analysis of RNA replication and encapsidation products.** BHK-21 cells grown in six-well tissue culture plates to 95% confluence were infected with vTF7-3 at a multiplicity of infection of 5 PFU/cell for 45 min at 37°C. Cell monolayers were washed with phosphate-buffered saline and transfected with 2 μg pDI (27) and 1.5 μg of either wt or mutant N plasmids, along with 1 μg of pE (27) expressing the VSV P protein and 0.5 μg of plasmid (pL) expressing the L protein, by using Lipofectamine 2000. At 4 to 6 h posttransfection (hpt), cells were washed twice with Dulbecco’s MEM containing 2% fetal bovine serum and incubated for 16 h with 0.6 ml of the same medium containing 50 μCi of [3H]uridine (Moravek Biochemicals, Brea, CA) per ml of...
the medium. The labeled RNAs in the form of the N-RNA complex were isolated by immunoprecipitation with anti-N or anti-VSV antibody and recovered by phenol-chloroform extraction, and subsequently, the labeled RNAs were analyzed by agarose urea gel electrophoresis and fluorography as described previously (29). RNA bands in the fluorograms were quantitated using the VersaDoc imaging system and the QuantityOne software program (Bio-Rad Laboratories).

**Minigenome transcription.** For the transcription assay, BHK-21 cells in six-well plates were infected with vTF7-3 and then transfected with plasmids expressing either the wt or the mutant N proteins, followed by radiolabeling of the cells with [35S]methionine- and [35S]cysteine-containing medium. The radiolabeled proteins were immunoprecipitated with anti-VSV antibody and subsequently analyzed by SDS-PAGE and fluorography.
microscope, and images were captured. To determine the relative levels of transcription activity for the templates with the N mutants, cell extracts from transfected cells were analyzed by Western blotting for eGFP and quantitated by scanning of the bands in the fluorogram.

**Immunoblotting and co-IP.** For N-N interaction studies, BHK-21 cells in six-well culture dishes were infected with vTF7-3 as described above and were cotransfected with 1 μg each of the plasmids encoding FLAG-tagged or HA-tagged wt N or mutant N proteins per the experimental design. At 18 hpt, cell lysates were commounoprecipitated by anti-FLAG or anti-HA polyclonal antibody and subjected to sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) analysis as described previously (7). The proteins were transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane and probed with MAb against the other tag per the experimental design and detected by secondary antibody conjugated with horse-radish peridnase (Millipore, Billerica, MA) and by use of an enhanced chemiluminescence detection kit (Amersham Biosciences, Pittsburgh, PA) per the manufacturer's instructions. For N-P interaction studies, BHK-21 cells were cotransfected with 1 μg each of the plasmids encoding the HA-tagged P protein and the wt N protein or the mutant N proteins. At 18 hpt, cells were washed and incubated in Dulbecco's MEM lacking methionine and cysteine for 45 min at 37°C and then labeled with 60 μCi/ml of EspeS35S35S protein-labeling mix (NEN Life Sciences, MA) in 0.6 ml of the above-mentioned medium for a period of 2 h at 37°C. Cell lysates were prepared in 200 μl of commounoprecipitation (co-IP) buffer, and immunoprecipitation was conducted using anti-HA MAb as described previously (7). The proteins were subjected to SDS-PAGE and detected by fluorography.

**Structure analysis.** Visual inspection of the N-RNA structure of VSV was carried out with the PyMol program (10), and the coordinates were obtained from the Protein Data Bank code 2GIC. The cartoon of the structure shown in Fig. 1B was also prepared by PyMol.

**RESULTS**

**Functional significance of a highly conserved region in the N protein.** Using ClustalW software (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools /clustalw2/index.html) and the available sequence database, we identified several highly conserved regions in the N protein of the members of the vesiculovirus genus in the *Rhabdoviridae* family. However, when the N protein sequences for other genera (the vesiculovirus, lyssavirus, and ephemeroviurs groups) of this family were included in the analysis, the amino acid residues spanning positions 282 to 291 (GLSSKPSPYSS) were found to be highly conserved (Fig. 1A). In the published crystallographic structure of the N protein (15), this region in the C-terminal lobe was found to be located in the neck connecting the two structural lobes (Fig. 1B). Five residues (S285, K286, S287, S290, and S291) line the cavity that accommodates the RNA between the two structural lobes. Residue Y289 resides in the center of a cluster of hydrophobic residues forming the core of this neck region (Fig. 1B). The location and the highly conserved nature of this region implied functional significance in viral NC template structure and function. Deletion of these 10 amino acids resulted in an N protein that did not support replication of a VSV DI RNA or transcription of a VSV minireplicon (data not shown). This deletion mutant was found to have lost its ability to encapsidate viral RNA as well as its ability to bind cellular RNA, and its interaction with the P protein was also abrogated (see Fig. 4B).

To identify the important amino acid residues in this region associated with the functions of the N protein, alanine-scanning mutagenesis was employed. Each of the amino acids in this region was mutated to alanine individually (Fig. 1C). All the mutant proteins were found to be expressed in transfected cells at levels similar to that for the wt N protein (Fig. 1D), and no noticeable difference from the wt protein in terms of the stability of the mutant proteins was observed in pulse and chase experiments (data not shown). Furthermore, under denaturing and reducing gel electrophoresis conditions, the wt N protein or the mutant proteins were found as a 47-kDa monomeric protein.

**The Y289A mutant is defective in the replication function of the N protein.** To examine if the individual alanine-scanning mutants can support replication of VSV, cells expressing the P, the L, and the wt or mutant N proteins were examined for replication of the genome of a DI particle of VSV as described previously (29). Analysis of replication products shows that all the mutant proteins, with the exception of Y289A, supported replication of DI RNA (Fig. 2A). The levels of replication with several mutant N proteins were higher than that obtained with wt N protein, whereas the replication levels supported by several other mutant proteins were either similar to or slightly lower than that of the wt N protein. The Y289A mutant protein failed to support any detectable levels of replication even after expression of larger or smaller amounts of the protein (data not shown). Quantitative analysis of results from five independent experiments (Fig. 2B) demonstrated that S285A, K286A, S287A, P288A, and S291A proteins supported consistently higher levels of replication than wt N; G282A, L283A, and S284A possessed replication activity similar to that of wt N; and S290A was 60% to 75% as active as the wt N protein. However, the Y289A mutant did not support replication to any levels in these repeat experiments.

**Y289A is defective in encapsidation of viral RNA.** Since the N protein binds and encapsidates the viral RNA to form the NC template for replication and transcription, it is possible that the defect in replication of the Y289A mutant might have resulted from a defect in the encapsidation function of the
That the inability of the Y289A mutant to support RNA replication is, in part, due to the loss of the encapsidation function of the protein. In addition, the Y289A mutant lost its ability to bind cellular RNAs nonspecifically, as shown by the absence of any background radioactivity with the mutant (Fig. 3B, lane 10). It is interesting to note that the K286A mutant, which supported DI RNA replication at levels greater than that of the wt protein (Fig. 2), consistently encapsidated DI RNA less efficiently, as evidenced by the relatively low levels of the RNA recovered from the immunoprecipitated complexes (Fig. 3B, lane 7), compared to those for the wt or the other mutant N proteins. This is not due to the anti-N MAb used in these studies, since the use of anti-VSV antibody also produced similar results. These results suggest that the efficiency at which the N protein encapsidates the viral RNA is not necessarily a determinant of the efficiency of replication of the NC template.

**Y289A maintains N-N interaction but is defective in N-P interaction.** The crystal structure of the VSV N-RNA complex revealed that 10 molecules of N protein form a ring-like structure, in which each of the N molecules is bound to 9 nt of the RNA chain (15). Furthermore, extensive intermolecular interactions among the neighboring N molecules have also been suggested. These N-N interactions are important for a stable N-RNA complex structure. Therefore, we wanted to examine if mutation at the Y289 residue would have a negative effect on N-N interaction resulting in defects in the encapsidation functions of the protein. To determine the N-N interaction ability of the Y289A mutant, we conducted a co-IP assay using the epitope-tagged proteins. The wt N and Y289A mutant proteins tagged with an HA or FLAG epitope at the amino terminus were used in this study. Plasmids encoding HA-tagged wt N (HA-Nwt), FLAG-tagged wt N (FLAG-Nwt), HA-tagged Y289A mutant N (HA-Y289A), or FLAG-tagged Y289A mutant N (FLAG-Y289A) under the T7 RNA polymerase promoter were transfected either individually or jointly as shown in Fig. 4A into cells expressing the T7 RNA polymerase through vTF7-3 infection. At 16 hpt, cell lysates were prepared and the protein complexes were immunoprecipitated with anti-HA (lanes 1 to 3) or anti-FLAG (lanes 4 to 6) MAbs and the proteins were separated by 10% SDS-PAGE. Subsequently, the immunoprecipitated proteins were detected by Western blotting using anti-FLAG (lanes 1 to 3) or anti-HA (lanes 4 to 6) polyclonal antibodies. The results show that HA-Nwt specifically interacts with FLAG-Y289A, as evidenced by the detection of FLAG-Y289A protein in the complexes immunoprecipitated with anti-HA antibody (lane 3). The observation that similar levels of FLAG-Nwt and FLAG-Y289A proteins (lanes 2 and 3) were detected in Western blots indicated that the mutation did not have any adverse effect on N-N interaction. Similar results were obtained in a converse experiment using anti-FLAG antibody for immunoprecipitation and anti-HA antibody for Western blotting (lanes 4 to 6). Thus, our results suggest that the Y289A mutant N protein is not defective in N-N interaction.

It has been shown that the interaction of the P protein keeps the N protein in a soluble form and provides specificity to encapsidate the viral RNA (18). Since the Y289A mutant N protein maintains N-N interaction, we wanted to examine if N-P interaction is affected by the mutation. BHK-21 cells in-
fected with vTF7-3 were cotransfected with 1 μg of plasmid encoding HA- and/or FLAG-tagged wt or Y289A mutant N protein as shown above the panels. The cell lysates were subjected to co-IP with specific antibodies and subjected to Western blot analysis using the antibodies as shown below the panels. (B) Examination of N-P interactions. BHK-21 cells were cotransfected with the plasmid encoding P-HA and the wt or the mutant N plasmids as shown above each lane. At 16 hpt, the cells were radiolabeled with 35S-protein-labeling mixture for 2 h. The cell lysates were subjected to immunoprecipitation with anti-HA or anti-N antibody as shown below each lane and subsequently analyzed by SDS-PAGE and fluorography. The proteins detected by the co-IP assay are indicated on the right side of the panel.

FIG. 4. N-N and N-P interaction studies. (A) Examination of N-N interactions. BHK-21 cells were cotransfected with 1 μg of plasmid encoding HA- and/or FLAG-tagged wt or Y289A mutant N protein as shown above the panels. The cell lysates were subjected to co-IP with specific antibodies and subjected to Western blot analysis using the antibodies as shown below the panels. (B) Examination of N-P interactions. BHK-21 cells were cotransfected with the plasmid encoding P-HA and the wt or the mutant N plasmids as shown above each lane. At 16 hpt, the cells were radiolabeled with 35S-protein-labeling mixture for 2 h. The cell lysates were subjected to immunoprecipitation with anti-HA or anti-N antibody as shown below each lane and subsequently analyzed by SDS-PAGE and fluorography. The proteins detected by the co-IP assay are indicated on the right side of the panel.

Transcription activity of alanine-scanning mutants. To gain insight into how the mutations in this conserved region of the N protein affect the NC template functions in transcription, we designed an experiment to measure the transcriptional activity of a minireplicon of VSV. To carry out this experiment, we first constructed a negative-sense minigenome (minireplicon) of VSV encoding eGFP (Fig. 5A). Such a minireplicon, when assembled into an NC structure, can be transcribed by the viral RNA polymerase to generate eGFP mRNA and subsequently eGFP fluorescence even in the absence of replication of the minireplicon template. In cells transfected with the plasmid carrying this minireplicon along with the plasmids encoding the P, the L, and the wt N proteins, expression of eGFP could be readily detected by fluorescence imaging of the cells as shown (Fig. 5Bi). In control experiments in which the cells were transfected with all the plasmids except the N plasmid, eGFP expression was not detected (Fig. 5Bi). Furthermore, Western blotting of cell lysates with anti-GFP antibody readily detected eGFP (Fig. 5C).

With this system, we examined the transcriptional activity of all alanine-scanning N mutants by fluorescence microscopy. Representative fluorescence images for all the mutants are shown in Fig. 5D. Consistent with our finding that the Y289A mutant does not support genome replication, RNA encapsidation, or interaction with the P protein, the results showed that the Y289A mutant N protein is defective in transcription (Fig. 5D, panel 289). Interestingly, we also observed that the K286A and S290A mutants, which supported high levels of replication, were completely inactive in transcription as well (Fig. 5D, panels 286 and 290). Another mutant, L283A, showed a significant reduction in transcription activity (panel 283), while rest of the mutants showed activity to various degrees. Similar results were obtained in multiple repeat experiments. The level of eGFP in these cells was subsequently determined by Western blotting and used as a quantitative measure of transcription activity of NC templates containing the mutant N proteins (Fig. 5E). Data from three independent experiments were used to obtain a quantitative measure of average transcriptional activities of the mutant N proteins (data not shown), which revealed that the mutants exhibited transcription activities that differed widely from one another. Some mutants possessed activity similar to that of the wt N protein, while others showed significantly less activity. It is interesting to note that unlike replication in which several of the mutant N proteins supported higher levels of replication than the wt N protein, none of the mutant N proteins were hyperactive in transcription.

Since the transcription activity is dependent on the level of the NC template, we considered that the ratio of transcription activity to replication activity would provide a more accurate measure of the transcriptional activities of the mutants. The results (Fig. 5F) suggest that the mutant N proteins can be grouped into four categories based on their transcription activity per unit template: the G282A, S284A, and S291A mutants possessed transcription activities comparable (greater than 75%) to those for the wt N protein; the S285A and P288A mutants possessed intermediate levels (25% to 75%); the L283A and S287A mutants possessed low levels (less than 25%) of activity; and the K286A, Y289A, and S290A mutants were completely inactive in transcription.

The hydrophobic and aromatic nature of the residue at position 289 is important for N protein function. Since our results showed that Y289 is a critical residue for the N protein functions, we investigated the nature and requirement of this residue. The residue was mutated to other aromatic amino acid residues (F and W) or charged and polar residues (K, E, and N). Using these mutants, we found that Y289F and Y289W
interacted well with the P protein but that the Y289K, Y289N, or Y289E mutants did not (Fig. 6A), although very small amounts of Y289E protein could be detected (lane 6). Furthermore, Y289F supported replication consistently at levels similar to or higher than those for the wt N protein, whereas the Y289W mutant was on average about 15% as active as the wt protein (Fig. 6B). While the RNP template with the Y289F mutation demonstrated, on average, 15 to 20% transcription activity (Fig. 6B), the Y289W RNP template was completely inactive in transcription in multiple repeat experiments. The other mutants did not exhibit any measurable activity in replication or transcription (Fig. 6B). Taken together, these results suggest not only that the hydrophobic nature of this residue is important but also that an aromatic residue is critical for the functions of the N protein.

**Some mutant N proteins exhibit the ts transcription phenotype.** To examine if any of the mutants that are nonfunctional in transcription possess the temperature-sensitive (ts) phenotype, we determined the transcription activities of the mutant proteins at 33°C, a temperature generally considered to be permissive for the ts phenotype. Since the L283A mutant exhibited a very low level of transcription activity, we also included this mutant in our studies. Accordingly, the experiment was conducted at the lower temperature, and the replication and transcription activities of the mutants were measured as described above and compared to the activities at 37°C. Again, to provide a more accurate measure of the transcription activities of various mutants at the two temperatures, we calculated the ratio of transcription activity to replication activity at the corresponding temperature as shown in Fig. 5F. The results (Fig. 7A) show that the transcription activity of the L283A mutant is nearly fully restored at 33°C. On the other hand, the K286A and S290A mutants exhibited very low level of transcriptional activity at 33°C. The Y289A mutant was still nonfunctional at the lower temperature. Thus, our results suggest that some of the single-amino-acid substitutions in this highly...
conserved region of the N protein lead to the ts phenotype in the transcription of the resulting NC templates, while substitutions at several other residues can be lethal.

To determine if the other substitution mutants of Y289 exhibit the ts phenotype in transcription, we performed replication and transcription assays with the Y289F, Y289W, Y289K, Y289E, and Y289N mutants at 37°C as well as 33°C. The results (Fig. 7B) show that, although Y289F mutant exhibited low levels of transcription per unit replication at both temperatures, the Y289W mutant at 37°C exhibited about 15% replication activity but was completely inactive in transcription in multiple repeat experiments. However, when assayed at 33°C, both replication and transcription activities were readily detectable and the ratio of transcription to replication was considerably higher, suggesting that this mutant RNP possesses the ts phenotype for transcription. Other Y289 mutant RNPs were completely inactive in transcription as well as replication at both temperatures. Thus, our data indicate that replacement of Y289 with W can be conditionally defective while replacement with other residues, such as K, E, or N, is lethal for the function of the N protein in transcription.

DISCUSSION

Comparison of the amino acid sequences of the N proteins of vesiculoviruses revealed the existence of several conserved regions. The studies presented in this communication focused on a region spanning residues 282 to 291 (GLSSKSPYSS) of the VSV N protein, which is highly conserved among rhabdo-

viruses and is located in the central region of the molecule. By mutational analysis, we show here that this region plays critical roles in N-P interaction as well as RNA encapsidation functions of the protein. Our results further show that single-amino-acid alterations in this region have dramatic effects on transcription and replication functions of the N-RNA template, suggesting that the N protein, in part, regulates N-RNA template functions.

The crystal structure of the N-RNA complex suggests that this particular domain is located in close proximity to the central cavity of the N molecule that is formed by the amino- and carboxy-terminal lobes of the protein (15). The central cavity sequesters the viral RNA in the N-RNA complex (15). Our observation that Y289A mutant N protein does not encapsidate the viral RNA (Fig. 3) suggests that this particular residue is possibly involved in maintaining the integrity of the cavity for encapsidating the RNA. Additionally, because this
mutation also resulted in the loss of binding of the P protein, it further suggests that the binding site for the P protein is in close proximity to or on the opposite side of the RNA binding cavity. Alternatively, the Y289A mutation may cause misfolding of the protein, resulting in the loss of the P binding site as well as the RNA binding. Thus, a single mutation in this highly conserved region affects the overall structure of the protein in such a manner that at least two major functions of the N protein are impaired. The structural role of the highly conserved region is also consistent with its location in the center of the neck region of the molecule. Alteration of the Y289 residue to alanine might result in exposure of nearby buried residues in the groove, thereby altering the overall conformation, leading to loss of the RNA encapsidation function of the protein. The suggestion that Y289 may be critical for holding up the RNA cavity is further strengthened by the observation that mutation of Y289 to phenylalanine or tryptophan, the two hydrophobic residues with aromatic rings, has no negative effect on RNA encapsidation or the replication or transcription functions of the protein, although replacement with the bulkier tryptophan residue resulted in a reduced or conditional (ts) phenotype for transcription. Mutants with K, E, or N substituted at this position are most likely too dramatic to fold the protein correctly and therefore do not interact with the P protein or encapsidate the RNA.

Structure of the N-RNA complex of VSV suggests involvement of at least six positively charged residues from the two lobes of the protein whose side chains directly bind the phosphate backbone of RNA (15). The comparison of the N-RNA structure of VSV with that of rabies virus supports this notion (22). Our data show that mutation of K286 to alanine resulted in a protein which could still encapsidate the RNA, albeit less efficiently (Fig. 3). These results suggest that mutation of K286 to alanine might have resulted in recruitment of additional positively charged residues located in close proximity for RNA encapsidation or that the RNA encapsidation function of the protein may not require the involvement of all the positively charged residues identified in the crystal structure (15). It would be interesting to examine how many of these positively charged residues located in the RNA binding cavity can be altered without adversely affecting the encapsidation or replication functions of the protein.

Although the K286A mutation in N resulted in less-efficient RNA encapsidation, it was interesting to see that the mutant N protein supported replication consistently at a higher level than the wt N protein. Furthermore, mutation of several residues (S285, S287, P288, and S291) in close proximity to K286 individually to alanine also supported higher levels of replication than the wt N protein (Fig. 2). The reason(s) for the hyperactivity of these mutant RNP templates in replication is not known at this time, but it is possible that mutations in this stretch of residues reduced their grips on the RNA in the RNP template such that these template RNAs are more accessible to the viral replicate machinery. However, the same mutations had varied effects on the transcription functions of the RNP template (Fig. 5). In this case, it may be possible that the viral transcriptase machinery associates with the RNA template less efficiently or not at all. The differential activity of the same RNP template for replication and transcription suggests that the viral transcription and replication machinery may recognize the RNP template distinctly and further supports the data showing that transcriptase and replicase of VSV are distinct molecular complexes (16, 31). Furthermore, our results suggest that the structures of the N protein and the resulting N-RNA template, in part, seem to play a significant role in regulating the template functions in transcription and replication. Previous studies using the polR1 mutant of VSV with a single-amino-acid substitution in the N protein (R179H) have suggested that the N-RNA template regulates the viral transcription and replication functions (4, 30). Our results presented here, and the interpretation that the structure of the N protein regulates the N-RNA template functions, are consistent with those for previous studies. It will be interesting to examine the crystal structures of the N-RNA complexes with these mutations to provide further insights into how the transcriptase and replicase recognize the same template distinctly and execute the transcription and replication activities with such varied efficiencies.

Previous biochemical and mutational studies have shown that the P binding domain in the N protein lies at the carboxy-terminal end of N, including the last 5 residues (11, 13, 14, 33). Recent structural studies also suggest that residues located in the extended loop of the carboxy-terminal lobe play a role in N-P interaction since deletion of six residues (N347-352) resulted in an N protein that interacted weakly with the P protein (34). Since we were unable to detect N-P interaction using Y289A mutant in co-IP assays (Fig. 4), it is possible that the Y289A mutant does not interact with the P protein at all or interacts very weakly. The Y289A mutant may have misfolded in such a manner that the P binding site and the RNA binding cavity may have collapsed, resulting in loss of P binding and RNA encapsidation. Mutation of the Y289 residue to F or W resulted in N proteins that interacted well with the P protein, suggesting that the hydrophobic and aromatic nature of this residue is critical for N-P interaction and the N protein functions. In this context, it is noteworthy that the serine residue (S290) located adjacent to Y289 in this highly conserved region, when altered to tryptophan (S290W), resulted in an N protein that maintained its interaction with the P protein but lost its RNA encapsidation function (34). It is possible that this highly conserved region not only forms part of the RNA binding cavity of the N protein but also is critical for the overall structure of the protein such that mutations in this region have negative effects on N-P interactions as well.

Several of the N mutants that generated defective or less competent RNP templates in transcription exhibited the ts phenotype. At 33°C, the temperature used as permissive in this study, the N-RNA template with the L283A mutant showed transcription activity at a level similar to that for the wt N protein and significantly higher activity than the mutant template at 37°C, indicating that the mutant protein had recovered full activity in transcription at the lower temperature. Other mutants (K286A, Y289W, and S290A) also exhibited the ts phenotype for transcription, although the level of transcription at the permissive temperature was only about 10 to 15% of that for the wt N protein at the same temperature. These data suggest that structural alterations at the lower temperature result in RNP templates that can be readily recognized by the transcriptase complex to transcribe. It has been shown that the stability of the RNA polymerase-template RNA complex is
sensitive to temperature (5). The low temperature could have restored the stability of the mutant N protein-RNA template-transcriptase complex. However, this was not observed for the Y289A mutant tested, indicating that the specific structural changes of some mutant N-RNA templates due to temperature shiftdown are more favorably recognized by the viral transcriptase machinery for transcription. It should be noted that using the VSV infectious clone (20), we have inserted the L283A and K286N mutant N protein-coding regions and have recovered these two mutant VSVs at the lower permissive temperature. Initial studies have shown that these viruses exhibit the ts phenotype for virus growth and overall RNA synthesis. More detailed studies are being carried out to characterize these viruses and will be reported elsewhere.

Thus, from the results presented in this communication, we conclude that the highly conserved region of the N protein located near the cavity between the two lobes of the protein plays an important role in the overall structure of the protein and that the N-RNA template functions are partly regulated by the structure of the N-RNA complex. The study has identified several key residues whose alterations affect RNA encapsidation, interaction with the P protein, and the N-RNA template functions in transcription and replication.
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